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1.

The Chinese never meant to s
i

in America.

The eventual

tion-- or lack thereof-- of those sojourners, fortune

seekers, and

s into mainstream America was for many an

economic accident, a cruel mi
I

twice as bitter to swallow when

for Home was burdened with the racism and ignorance of

the American barbarians.
made nest

Some d

confiscated

return (and had their American

the Communists) but for those

unfortunates who had to s

the dream of

i

back to Ch

was a taste in the mouth, verbalized and daily pressed upon the
palates of offspr

and kin.

Children of these reluctant
with a situation in

s were thus presented

ch they were neither wanted in their
supposed to want it.

native born land, nor were

context is essential for understanding Maxine
autobi

This
ton's

K

.a.

ical novel,

~~~ ~~~:.!.;

concerned

ography historical

if women's

has been

th the reaffirmation and expansion of personal

identifications with home, private space, and indi
[1] where does

lessness fit in?

For the Chinese American

woman, the cultural umbilical cord leads nowhere
least nowhere safe and

izable, because

subscription to the values of rna
an

I

while

nity would certa

Chinese heredity and birthr

e

China would

American" woman's identi

American definitions of f

across the

ible, or at

icipation
y

her

The Third World woman has

obe contended

th her
1

icular interstices of

oppression; the

woman of color must practically

e them in order to navi
icates

its structure this nav

culturally

ion of

definitions of race and

the Chinese

, for like

can woman herself, it cannot rest

the proposed ca

either of

ies; it neither adheres to the tradition of

women's wri t

as it has been articulated in the West, nor does

it set out to document

se American

primarily def

story as it has been

evements of men.

I find it especial
int

her way out.

ed the writi

fascinat
of

that

ton

K

in order to write

ch was evidently a necessary
first es

ishi

for without

her matril

and the

sis of the

bicultural identity process, the articulation of male others was
ssible.

The articulation of her own half of h e r ' s

experience is itself loaded with difficulties, for how to
construct a matril

in the face of direct ideo

ical

opposition which can suppress the female voice and
value to society?
to

K

her

Chinese verbalization of the female,

ton, is limited to slanderous sayi

and silences,

ton's father as represented in
I

who

somet

s not

to his

and sometimes only curse them.

Ki
s

ton f
sand

such as the 1

Lan, and in her very
s

to her mother,

the circumventions of ideo
Sf

to

for months,

in her mother's

of the warrior woman Fa Mu
ch

t to

iarchal rule.

2

ct her
Decod

her

mother's mes

s becomes a pr

occupation of

adolescence, and in order to do so, in order to s
sources of female power from doctr

ston's

K

e the

ions from babbled

1 obli

nonsense, she reconstructs the events of her mother's life
combine to form the

that constitutes her

icular personali

sale source of information and clues.
unfamiliarity with the
att

ton's

Ki

icacies of Ch

se culture

s, because in understanding her mother indiv

to draw the lines of

ch

s her
lly so as

transmission and

she needs to know what is cultural status quo, what are the
tions of her mother s personali

, and what are the

combinations of the two which provide room for the expansion of a
female identity within the culture.

Perverse

it is

t her

mother who most defiantly blocks her way to this
because the distance and lack of conf
isolat

ed

the

American milieu discourage the mother from entrusti

her

with Chinese secrets and

icate their

communication.
These are the basic tenets of
set of

vens from which she

an

K

This foundation is informed

ing, if unexpressed,

and immi

ton's condition, the

K

story of

ion to which the reader is not privy; de

ton's evident choice to leave this his

is

ion

e

te

mute, I

feel it

for her readers and critics, myself included as a

white reader of the text, to be conscious of it, as an
force directi

her choices.

overview of the his

icit

Therefore, I have added a brief

of

nese

ion to this c

In the suppression of this history within the
3

of her

text,

ton is

K

that as his

sti

focussing on the actions and achievements of men, it is alien to
a female orientation and

ion of events and

even
heredity.

irrelevant to a search for female identity
Since his

has denied the voice of the female for so
ton reiterate so hostile a presence, which has

should
its own

nant forum anyway?

mother's

experience to

her in the forefront

ical anomaly, she

conscious

other histories,

te her

Rather than re

s

the

eliminat

of

icularly those which have commonly won the

widest audience.

, her rebellious aunt, No Name

For

Woman, is a woman left

by her f

but

while her lack of a name and her mistreatment are
, far away

never even hear of her
matrili

Ki

icized, we
In trac

ton's erasure of compet

a

sites for our

attention could also be a conscious act of rebellion-- but it
nation of questions of readership, for

also necessitates the

the per

her text is often read entirely from
Western

ive of
tive of the

nism, or conversely, from the

Chinese American experience in its male-oriented def
s

ficant absence of a traditional

read not as a

th Chinese American
connections to

The

is

tification for critics
And readers unfamiliar

will overlook its essential

s

Ki
forms the outermost

p

which is

storical

silence but as a

to remain uninformed of that

tion.

1

circumscribed

4

the uns

of the text,
context of

h story

the articulated dialectics of warrior and slave

anstasy and reali
structure; and f

, that constitute its pr
lly

the

ization of the text itself, a

set of stories which defy generic cat
stratefication of
confi

ization.

s

is enunciated s

ly, a

ion that contradicts, to an extent, the necessari

chrono

ical writ

Ki

of the book.

And

narrative is final

ton's salvation, as she finds in it, in her mother's

stories and
writ

thematic

her own, a

to write

ity.

about the book has been

the compell

inevitable narrative structure, for I
the stories was an
artificial and

Indeed, my own
and

found that the sequence of

ive i

order,

essential for a

pointedly

ion of the text.

While it is the smaller and more compact

ts of single events,

stories, and anecdotes that provide the fundamental schematic
rection, s
disti

y i

of the somewhat arbitrarily

ished stories, these events are

specific narrative context, that
the entire text.
kind of talking s

s

wi

f

n a

to include, eventual

Often I found myself involved
, that was

relieved

a reiterative
Hong Ki

ton's

imposition of boundaries between stories, as I tried to explain
the connections between and

events.

individual anecdote or inc
deci

And so while each

may contain the code for the

of the whole, each also

res the presence of the

others to make sense of the whole, reconstituti
ssion that is rejected

the s

ng of events themselves.

5

the narrative

ism and recurrent

II.
ive of the immi
s,
Looked at from the
Chinese
ions have created a diaspora, a scatter
of the Chinese
over the face of the earth. A
diaspora may be said to exist where
ion has
occurred, where acculteration has not taken
ce, where
a
maintain themselves in accordance with the
culture of their original homeland, and where there is
at least an
or s
sentiment calli
for an
end to exile.
In the case of the Chinese it is clear
that their
ions were not motivated
for
colonization, settlement, or
residence abroad.
Rather
s
the overseas areas as
s where
because of accidents of opportunity, a chance was
offered to enchance thei r sta'tus when
returned to
China. A trip abroad, a few years of work in a forei
land, and a stoic
of the alien land's
prej
ces and discrimination could,
th luck, earn a
Chinese sufficient wealth to return to his
1
in
[2]

The desire of the Ch

s to return to their

se

tion, in the viII

native land, to be buried, according to
of their father's birth, was

by immi

racism in the United States.

From the

inn

ion policy and
the flow of

Chinese to the U.S. was restricted and confined as was that
ions.

of few other immi
California
tax was

the first Chinese to this country, a

rush

This law was followed

sed on forei

others which forbade
(1854),

Just five years after the

nese to testify in court

ected to prov

Chinese el

ibili

inst whites
for citiz

s for reciprocal trade, travel, and
(Burl
communities

Treaty, 1868), att
i

p

ion

to disperse Chinese

overcrowded Chinatown (San Francisco

Cubic Air Ordinance, 1870), required any Chinese arrested to cut
off his

il (San Francisco, 1876), fined

Chinese workers, halted Chinese
6

for

tion and excluded them

rom citizenship

naturalization (Chinese Exclusion Act, 1882).

The Chinese Exclusion Act was reenacted every ten years until

[3]

it was final

repealed

1943, as a concession to Pacific

allies of the U.S. during World War II.
then did the Chinese

the

across the ocean for such pal

rewards?

s in this

imrni

hard journey
Most of the Chinese

come from one area in

province, and most of those from the
is

the South, settled by

the "civilized" North; a
ideal for
the s

have a

especial

terrain

Thus, the

the year.

of

s searched for alternative sources of income,

feed the

ion for four months out of

iation of Hong Kong, turni

it into the

The contact of a

st

s used to their

pping

of both

Kong and

ion of the Toishanese

with white men and with sail

vessels made them more

to the news about the discovery of gold

ive

ts of the Golden
ive wealth,

the children to go to school and the women to s

of the fields, and eventual

ion

California in 1845.

ttances sent home by "Gum Shan Hok,"

Mountain, maintained their families in
al

), since

Trade became a viable alternative method, and with the

the markets and

The

of the

s

city in the Southeast, de

Canton.

cultivation of

S

in Toishan (which means Elevated Mounta

iculture can

tish

oneers and outcasts from

the climate is hot and humid,

iculture, the
crop, rice.

c

of Toishan.

out

sustained the economy of Toishan

until it became one of the most prosperous districts in China.

7

sojourners, de

te their a

rations, never

to return to the ancestral lands.
Dis
from
ng America as their
home, most of the early
men sent what
could to their families
susta
themselves on dreams of
return one
as
men.
But s
ly conf
to
menial labor as mi
farmworkers,
, waiters, and domestic servants, for most
that dream never materialized. [4]
Benevolent Associations and Surname Associations,
the Chinese laborers, filling the vacancies in the economy of the
American West left
operat

the lack of women, also created the

the flourish

urn dens (a habit

brothels,

i

houses, and

to the Chinese by the British in

return for tea, outlawed in Ch

but 1

1 in the U.S. until

ch were responsible for much of the violence in

1906)

Chinatowns a
of the n

the West Coast.
eenth

The Chinatown economy, for most

and the

of the twentieth,

was a bachelor's economy, due to the low immigration rates of
women

ion of the

i

tional Chinese family

on American soil: 90% of the first Asian
men outnumbered women until the 1970s. [5]
to stay at home to mainta
the husband.

s were men, and
Women were expected

the household and formal

Some women were sold

represent

their relatives

as slaves or prostitutes, a traditional response
to the demands of debts or a son's
sed

s pos

de price; others were

as American husbands.

was not necessarily seen as a si
rather as evidence of filial pi

the poor

of moral

Prostitution
I

but

; still, the untenable

of the business on women, not to mention its position as the

8

specific

ended Chinatown prostitution
inhi

t

vice

of missionaries and ci

the devel

the 1920's.[6]

slation

of Ameri

ldren and anti-

ion laws contributed to the rise of a bachelor's

misc

society that was fundamental
the

bereft of women.

When, in 1943,

tion and Naturalization Act of 1924 was amended to
t the

of

ves of Chinese American citizens,

se

and the War Brides act of 1947 removed the racial restrictions on
the

ves of veterans, many women were shocked

schedules of their husbands-- and

and ri
the ant

the t

and the status of women

notions of the fami

held by the men, who were unaware of the

s in

dur

their absence.
These

of tensions in the

s in family life,

ties, were a

transcontinental relocation of Chinese

serious consideration for a population whose communi

values

lacked the support in America accorded them in China, and were
sustained in the U,S. through
the disappearing viI

v

I families s

As the pr

vehicle for the

continuation of Chinese culture and as a
shoulderi

the racism and

UnIted States,
ldren, only

system for

barriers present

the

ly values were pushed upon American-born
Ial

sed to an American mode. Parents

who had abandoned the possibili
themselves to jobs

for

of careers in China resi

from among the oc

of the American frontier, unsatisfy

ional leavi
but

itable;

education was seen as the escape route for children, especial
sons, which increased the pressure on s
9

ion

nese

Americans to succeed academically as a way to prove themselves to
nese American and white communities.

both

of the Communist takeover in 1949, the

After the tr

to China was

dream of returni

ssible to maintain.
was risky,

Moreover, communication to family still in
severi

the most

if not for the

ble bonds for the
s.

It was

can-born children

which motivated the articulation and deseri
America

es

this f

ion of Chinese

se Americans, as a concrete

ical and mental

entity, home.

III.

, Max

Taken as a two volume autobi

K

ton's

.s
both this "external" and male-centered his
emi
past

ion, and acculturation, and the h

tion,
ch has
te s

unrecorded.

the

not

artificial divisions of text but

lack of

the ult

are

reconciliation between the two perspectives:
but i
to

ible.

For

s reason it is necessary

alone, for it
contexts, that of Chinese his

and even more silent, that of Chinese women
itself is

s wi

two

in the united States,
the United States.

vided into five

s, stories whose connections are i

10

female

they form a

Yet while

the books are

of

of

or

indeed there is no

ot in the

stories constitute a
voices,

tional narrative sense.

ition of themes from various

seing, in the end, a conclusion, a si

sand

e point on

surveys the vista of

the horizon from which the
experience; writi

The

from the

t of her life,

K

ston

represents experience as a vast array of points, related a
parallel lines of thematic similarity.

She cannot hierarchize

and label her experiences, only choose to publicize the ones
which are most significant to her vision of herself and to those
a constant re-

themes which structure experience.

examination of the same themes, her vision of herself is made
whole.
Ki

ton

e an order upon the constant

s to

reiteration and twist
of the book, each of

ch

combination of voices.

Each also

the book's pr

the five divisions

of her themes

fferent voice or

s a

es a different aspect of

thematic structure, the s

fantas

lity dialectic, finally demonstrat

absolute

visions are only

ity.
mother's i

ior,
that such

ily useful in the search for

le "No Name Woman" is a slave in

Ki

ton's

ete but "factual" representation, her life

becomes both fantastically embro

and subtly heroic in

ton's retelling; conversely, the
Lan reveals not only the narrator's
but the warrior woman's

icit fantasy of Fa Mu
s

ties to reality,

ties to the

elements of that reality, for her
insofar as it serves that

i

is

ized

The stories "Shaman" and

"At the Western Palace" provide "realistic"
11

iarchal

s to the

slave and warrior role models, i.e. real women in Maxine's life,
in the presumably s

but

differentiation between the two is

's life

clouded, as Brave

ly, more as a slave than a

st, and concludes,

a

warrior,

ludes an episode with

s

Ie Moon Orchid's f

ness is a fantasy world

1

of women where she, the cast-off wife, has power and authority,
at least in her own

nd.

The f

1 s

of the quintet, "A

Song for a Barbarian Reed Pipe," int
cat

ies

that all "

es these self

" wi

the

but since they did all along, actual
tigated, question

the validi

that kind of i
The

Kingston

ici

nature of

are

Ii

of

icial one in

one

the way that

tes her readers and her stories.

ssion is to

real or

or even the possi

all was revealed in the very

"

but a very

order; our

ishments are

ssion is thus a

terms of what it "deve
inn

, i t s ac

ion and the necessity of the previous

izations.

ca

of the story--

ici

To follow

Hong Kingston's fantasy of

ion is ensured by the chrono

ical

in the author'S

and so we
ined, from resistance to

ft,

of herself as we

lly "acculterated" to the themes that

her

existence.
Thus the book consists of a s
of experiences, a
elements when super
deve

" can

taneous

i

ntet of exposures which reveal consistent
sed; ironically,
manifest itself

not only because of the nature of

12

s s

c
diachronic means,

which is necessarily

s

ial, but because for

s

ity f

ton,

K

its

roots in the stories her mother tells, and in the art of
ell

s

which her mother has passed on to her.
ton's

K

is not said.
silence
black

ition of motifs throws 1

Sometimes she

icitly voices the existence of

her life, as in her
ctures; other t

and

preference for totally

s, appropriately, her

sis on

ion of

points to the silences in the book,
a frame created

silences that are revealed
narrative

upon what

es,

sand

the

ssness thus

and

constitute another crucial polarity of the book, one that is
icated from wi
ied.

For

tional linear

e, her evasion of

c deve

s

and the

because her sUbstitution of the personal,

is ev

his

ies, the

n both

of events is so devo

the date or her

the

ides

ch we are so

on

t

tations

; thus she is freed from the 1
traditional historical representations.

of any reference to

sed

larly, after the

S

s of sexuality are demonstrated in the first s
sexuality is consciously exorcised from the rest of the book in
the author's attempt to evade s
courtesan and the

Ii

of the exotic Oriental
she does not

subservient

really provide an alternative to these existi
for female sexuali

a denial of them.

sexual realm may be a s

away from

Silence in the

ive stereotypes, rather

toward innovative identities.

than a s
S

absolute options

1

I

her lack of a direct and vocalized criticism of

her racist surroundi

has been overlooked
13

many white

critics, and has tended to s
American communi

her from the
ting her at

to it, and, ironically,

i

of isolation that commences her s

of a Chinese

s to define and
the

itial condition

for a matrilineal

this search is, again, deliberately

heri
ic, its res

s

ction to one

iarchal rules of domestici
their

tion is enforced by the

, since Chinese

lies at marriage to reside

lies of husbands.

ly with the

s foundation, of isolation,

It is

, and deliberate destruction of
that provides the paradigm
Tell

a s

ves abandon

th which

ial sororization,
Kingston

which has been specifical

by her mother, and intentional

ins.

desi

taboo

ssed by her father for

shame, she reveals the other half of the Chinese sojourner's
adventures, the half left at home: her father's sister who
besmirched the fami
of her husband.

's name by becomi

in the absence

In "No Name Woman," the first vignette,

ton symbolically elaborates upon the
and

e of naming

, the denial of this power to women, and her

reclamation of it
matter how notorious.

the aunt and the aunt's
bution for the

In

, no

shonor her f

denies the aunt's existence and silences her name,
the aunt,

a last stand of pr

of the man who
the possi

because

,has refused to tell the name

ted her and has thus refused her family

lity of recla

honor

revenge.

of identity is thus circuitously enforced
name-eras

ly

, but the cycle is reversed

14

the

The
this
Maxine, who

constructs the title of No Name Woman as a substitute in order to
talk about this forsaken ancestor, literally creati
talized identi
doi

and a voice for her aunt out of nothi

this, however, she is "telli

father's whole

, announc

In

" on her father, on her
not only their shame but their

shameful behavior, and so in a sense, she v
obstinancy of her aunt, who refused to tell;
both shami

a

her family and alleviat

icates the silent
K

ton is

their shame

tell

on

the man.
The

ion of
the s

is irretri

of No Name Woman, because Maxine's mother has

it up from the
er of the

of

ly his

only to warn her

s of men, and, more specifical

, of the

on the event of Maxine's first

s of female sexuali
menstrual period.

tied to women

The

of No Name Woman superficial

serves as a reminder to Maxine that the exploitation of her
ive powers and sexuali

against the will of the family

will lead to her severance from the
and death, as it did for the aunt.
s

of

s

ly, and even to madness
But Maxine finds wi

ence an

n the

that her mother d

intend, because No Name Woman prov

not

s a focus for Max's

criticism of the different treatment of males and females in her
society, and a source for her
be her escape from the conf

ination, which later proves to
of soci

writi

her mental reenactment of the scenario, Maxine

ises many of

the details her mother purposefully left out, blurr
distinction between mother's account and

In

'so

the
Maxine

views the final decision of No Name Woman to drown herself in the
15

te abs

well as the result of both her

f

ion of

female devaluation-- for when she gives birth to the il
child, a
sulc

no
is def

of

ion, her choice of

ite-- and of her ult

rejection of the
her

tional structure of the family which has

in the f

herself and her

11, for in

itimate

well she has poisoned their water and poisoned their
mind, because a
demons.

ng

of

st is one of the most feared of
sts Maxine's confusion over the

Thus the s

mixed s

Is she receives from her mother, in these dual

int

ions of No Name Woman.
is tied not only to women, but specifical

K

- and the

ston's retrieval of a buried matril

of that activity, for in expos

her f

she

his

where she provides two

evident in

ion, one 1

ions of her father's
illegal, because the underlyi
constant, affecti

possi

Ii

1 and one

of

tion is

her preferred vision of the

Her

reconstructions therefore

heavily upon fantasy to

cover the

the

, and the

aspects of his

Fantasy for

, escapist, but a method of
the past, and is thus intr
reali
thout

s

's still insecure American status; this is

threatens the
i

to

ton is not
and reclaimi

ically connected to the present

; fantasy is a way of
i

stify

ional

i

her surround

many of the restrictive a

reali

16

reali

s of that

Ki

ton's first and most

icit concern

then

is a

representation of her immediate family which will neither condemn
her fami

, vulnerable Americans even after a

sacrifice her efforts to overcome the
It is

family.

st features of the

s

ent for both these reasons to di

male elements in this
carriers

tion, nor

1, for men have been both the

the subjects of recorded his

which

her and her family, as well as the carriers and
sexism.

Hong Ki

the

ton s matrili

tors of

, however, can never be

the male presence, because her female ancestors

unaffected
have to some

accommodated

read the hidden information

iarchal

their messages, and this

ion is concentrated
traditional"
circumvents 1

She must

the heri

she unearths,

of "nons I.

ores, and cont

she

narrative and sUbstitutes "safe," that is,

unanalyzed and

, mediums such as fantasy,

and

, s

talk-s
Ie No Name Woman has little control over the telli
Kingston's mother does.

her own s

sis on the destruction wreaked
her version of the s

orientation but her unders

's retribution, which is basical

communi

's survival

i

in

her communal

an

of the

the enforcement of its values,

, however, in her version, tries to understand

would conscious
would

viI

of the necessity of the

communi

Max

The mother's

the

, reveals not

of

a woman

submit herself to those circumstances which
lead to her exclusion and death, filIi

in

those details which her mother may not know, or at any rate does
17

tions, Maxine

not tell.

In test

out various

i

s her need to allow the aunt some

of self

determination and desire-- not that she was a spoiled vain child,
nor a rape victim, but a woman
tion of the aunt's ps

invest

Max

to the

,s

and her circumstances is

tive for Maxine's own

ity.

But
my aunt, my forerunner,
in a slow
life, let dreams
and fade and after some months or
years went toward what persisted. Fear at the
ties of the forb
her desires delicate,
wire and bone. She looked at a man because she liked
the way the hair was tucked beh
his ears, or she
liked the question-mark line of a 1
torso curvi
at
the shoulder and stra
at the hip.
For warm eyes or
a soft voice or a slow walk-- that's all-- a few hairs,
a line, a br
ss, a sound, a pace, she gave up
family.
She offered us up for a charm that
shed
with tiredness, a
il that d
't toss when the wind
died.
, the
1
could erase the dearest
about him.
It could very well have been, however, that my aunt
not take subtle enj
of her friend, but, a
Id
woman,
rollicking company.
Imagining her free with
sex doesn't fit,
I don't know any women like
that, or men either. Unless I see her life branching
into
, she gives me no ancestral help.
[7]
Re-invent
K

ramifications of

this aunt reduces the fri

ton's possible identification with her, an alliance

based on

v

, and not communi

fundamental

i

the very crime for which the aunt was punished,
and

the vastness of the

remind

verse on her n

her of the inconsequence of a s

Maxine's invocation of her aunt, rectify
perpetuated
for individuali

her family and

of exile,
human be
the years of
i

her search

ils her own position, for the drowned

st of No Name Woman
a substitute: Max

the vil

the s

, who

of the well waits to
ts the same s

18

1 down

of willful

individuality.

In the second s

of

s," Maxine rejects the

Ti

ic aunt in favor of a more

mystical and less
Lan. The I

ype, the swordswoman Fa Mu

of Fa Mu Lan was also told to Maxine

mother; the two of them s
warrior woman
,s

Max

at first tenuous:

her

aloud the glorious deeds of the

cted the

and a slave.

24]

"White

instructions to be a wife

ification with the warrior woman is

"I would have to

up a warrior woman," [po

she infers from the shared chant, and

herself conditionally

to

ace

"The call

Fa Mu Lan's his

would come from a bird that flew over our roof ... 1 would be a
little

rl of seven the

mounta

" [po 24]

Maxine's

rect

as she "becomes"

ification with the s
, persuaded

Her lessons to be

I

the old

nd

ways, which

to hold

iarly

suited to the child of two cultures, but the
fantasy and reality is irreconciliable.
matter to what

between heroical

The Fa Mu Lan

Her

and from the old

of filial

from the land of white
order to save her viI

a barbaric landlord, institutes the carving of
back

, no

Maxine enters it, remains a s

ety and self sacrifice.
t

to

et, to learn to combat

and treacherous voyages, and to copy the
requires a

the

But this imaginary connection soon induces

the heroine of the
her

I followed the bird away

from

on her

her mother and father, years of mili

reunion with the husband who had married her in absentia
accord

to the

s of her

19

s, and final

the

defeat of the villain with her sword.
The Fa Mu Lan model is finally no better than that of No
le her name has been immortalized, the words on her

Name, for

to her

back are sewn up with the duties of a
vil

Ult

e

ed, because,

her sexuality is

I

Kingston admits, she doesn't like soldiers.

with their "natural"

because sex cannot

s for her journey of

and the vil

a sli

ection.

When

, she dons men's clothi

call her beautiful; after the birth of her
the infant, a boy of course,

s to fight, carry

she cont

who

ther as brother and sister,

train her are asexual, liv

she

The old

ins

her armour; she kills the evil landlord when,

showing him the oaths and curses carved on her back, his eyes
rest upon her previously
res

breasts.

herself to a life of domestici
s in law.

her

Womanhood is

member of the village.

and

she
sons for

her obli

tions as a

In real life, when the evil landlord

takes the form of business-suited,
rebellion

With vi

ent, American bosses,

s no response at all or else results in
Stra

school are not cons

A's

her

mother to be at all valuable; the news of Maxine's achievement is
with, "'Let me tell you a true story about a girl who
saved her viI

'" [po 54J

Maxine's experience is at a

variance with the Fa Mu Lan ideal, who succeeds
; the closest Maxine
she is scolded, and which
"viI

"_- a

a bad girl, for

s is
s

a

ch

es her further from the

dentifiable in Stockton, California--

because she knows her behavior would never have been tolerated
20

ished instead with starvation or s

China, ext

Fa Mu Lan comprises the opposite end of the ancestral
spectrum, but her
Name's.

While appear
sed

c

e is as untenable in reali
as the

1, she is actually as

masculinity as No Name is

the distance of her revered
life a

as No

men.

Moreover, the

status from Maxine's real

evements incapacitate her utili

as a worki

model.

Maxine substitutes for these fantasms an accessible and
more c

ly

ible mother, who has been present all al

narrator but in the th

s

her ult

cal authori

aut obi

the edi

al

as

becomes subject as well, all
al

11 of her daughter's pen.

of course at

"Shaman" most clo

definition of female power,

approximates an

, "At the Western Palace," to a

contrasted in the fourth s
real life

ch is

to the slave

ion, her mother's sister

Moon Orchid.
Si

ficant

, it is not until the third s

when the

mother is both narrator and subject that her real name is
revealed.

Brave

nature cons
the

d, her name illustrati
essential

required

the Fa Mu Lan ideal, as well as

slaves and

ors alike,

In

medical school in

ctum, for he is an educated man who

doesn't want an unschooled wife
zation.

In

to

this decision is

represented as the father's

Americ

both the bonds to

~~~~!

his process of
Brave Orchid presents this

choice as her own entirely, as a way to occupy herself
void created, in her husband's absence,

21

the

recent death of

her two children, and
occurence.

can identi

states the holder's proficiency

ei

ices, compris

tions and

a foundation for Chinese

on Chinese soil; it
cs,

"

ics,

'Medecine,'

Bacterio

Nursi

of both

is a

Her medical school Di

Western and Chinese medical

logy,

that same

specifical

and

..

[po

Imol

68] and is embossed with

Chinese s
sizes that in the drive to

Maxine

her

and that much further from

fellow students, twenty years

the dorm!

, her mother appropriated a haunted room

the
for s

evicti

st by s

its

there, claimi
d's tri

But the room and Brave

her terri

st are then recounted
from the

"Brave

icative that echos Maxine's

tional to the
ined

Fa Mu Lan fantasy.

In this second case, the 1

ic

tion to self-insertion in the

of the

sode as true, and by the second retell

st

story to Brave
t been recorded.
characteristics f

's school mates, which differs from what has
In

s version, Brave

ion, for

ly s

s

sizes her own

as she
e.

and control.

I

am brave

Also I

Good

ts," [p. 86]) and reveals her pre
sounds of babies

di

ly associated with her: the interest in

and self-worth ("I did not
have

between

the presentation of

fanstasy and reality is stretched further

her

over the

d" herself, a movement

transition from

the

it as

the electric sing

do not lose to
ions as she hears the
of the

that it has eaten babies and now wants adults.
22

t, cIa
But the

embellishments of the s

are reminiscent of Maxine's

native flair, and the fact that the s
around a

st raises questions of Brave Orchid's
ical "truthfulness."

word transcri
like

itself revolves

At most, the text is a word for

ion of Brave Orchid's

be Max

talk

, but it could as

about her mother: Brave Orchid is

s

a "practical woman, she could not invent stories and told only
true ones," [po 77] but Maxine

s no such discla

for

herself.
Al

the narrator's

ity remains unresolved, the

question of representational faithfulness seems to be confirmed
via the descendance chant Brave
br

's friends

her back from fear and reunite

and mind.

have to recreate a chant of descendance instant
knew the fami
evoke,

[p. 89]
reflect

rit back to the
Their chant,

for Hong Kingston's own 1

"their own names, women's

of one
mother's

ch relatives to

would have led her to the

in fact, is a
invok

to call her

ion.

The 1

of descent,

names, horizontal names

eced

rit followed

The women

,for even if

secrets of Brave Orchid--

ch names were unluc

home viI

ise to

new directions, and

instead of the old f

tation to one

female i

ion is

s. "

as

rather than male dominance,

indicative of the power of the women for self- definition, but
also of the inevitable deterioration of
context.

tion, in the modern

The chant mediates ghost fantasy and school reality

much the same way as it mediates between mind and

23

, tradition

and modern

ice,

that the stories are all to be

y

Ki

believed" and thus establishi

ton's absolute power
's own

as dictator of truth as distinct from the
descri

ion of "reali

"

This power is substantiated in "At the Western Palace" where
Kingston

icitly assumes her mother's voice,

her own personali
sil

, which exists in the bac

"At the Western Palace" is both a

Americanized children.

to "Shaman" and a warni

postscri

in "Shaman" Brave Orchid

laments the loss of her power accompany
United States.
refusi

her transfer to the

, she

In

as one of the

tion

her

to minister to patients sure to die; in China, she was

respected, she wore silk robes and rode in a sedan chair, she had
money to
America

a slave girl and lichees; she

cted

ts.

In

she has to slave in tomato fields and in laundries, and

embarrasses her children.
the U.S., especial

Moon

d deterioration in

's

after having been forced to confront her

husband,

leIs her sister's loss of power.

Brave Orchid retains her ability to talk s
continues to protect her
her talk s

, i n fact she

projecting a s

ion
es,

But

iciz

self

her

past and her downfall, for which her children should re
her with re
i

and s

Moon Orchid, rather than

her own stories, lives exclusively within the stories
e; she follows her

of other
house, repeati
pos

e

eces and

about the

to herself their actions and words, occasionally

questions to herself about their forei
ible behavior.

While Moon
24

and
's position is

s

"No Name Woman,"

lar to that of the women Maxine envies

one of those women loved
position is

of her

, the dis

to be
cal

ified when her

ion in o t h e r ' s lives reaches

ie

fictional extremes: coerced

shocked

his

her husband

f

ists she cIa

sister, who

tely

her status as first

her
fe, she is

appearance, his successful

ical

"second" wife, and most of all

practice, his

s

rejection of her, for he says the two old ladies are like
time ago." [po 179]

in a book ... read a

He is will

send her money but no more for she is too weak to

e

II

to
to his

new American ways.
Moon Orchid's habit of

's words, describi

their actions, and comment
ifies
descri

hoards of

iarities (she

on their

to the

Idren accordi

icular

Brave Orchid in

ions of their habits sent to her

an adoption and appropriation of 1

letters) is no

a transition to a world of

sts; after fi

and losing her

husband, she realizes that she too appears to be a
much as he does.
monotonous

Subs

I

t, just as

consists of

her

itions without questions; she fears the

contamination of her inside safe
up the house.

She is

with the unknown outs

, and

est in her eventual conf

to a mental institution, where "she had made up a new
story ... 'Oh, Sister, I am so
Isn't that wonderful?
to meet my

here.

No one ever leaves.

We are all women here.

ers. '" [po 185]
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Come.

I want you

Moon Orchid presents a

ive solution to the dilemma of the Chinese
American woman, consisti

of self

community of related women,
ins

and isolation.

cowed

her sister's

major

the common

i

of
Brave Orchid is

Even the i

event of a second wife in her family; her

fiercely that

unfaithful to them.

a

and elicits her childrens'

loyalty in the unlike
ers "dec

sed

would never let men be

All her children made up their minds to

science or mathematics," [po 186] gi

their

entially treacherous reserves of emotion with hard facts.
But the

of Maxine's life contradicts this f

maxim; in the very next s

for a Barbarian Reed Pipe,"

she compares herself to an outlaw knotmaker,
such

xi

than committ
twisted des
i

that

skeins of

ion of them is blind

Rather

herself to hard facts, she is dedicated to
Belatedly admitt

her distance from and basic

of Moon Orchid's conflict, she

the scene was actually witnessed

orms her readers that

her brother and only

her sister who received a much briefer, barer

to her

version of it from the
responsibili

In fact, Maxine decl

narrative

ty to the

her

ller; she

s

a heretofore undifferentiated

male member of the family ba

whose speech suddenly is

presumed to correctly represent reali
sa

s

for her elaborate version by desi

brother as the observer and s

actual

tt

was ... " [po 189].

While

"What my brother
K

ton

ion of male authori

usurps herself with this
compatible with Moon arch's
26

litarian if somewhat

ly
, it is

, who are basically

scatterbrained view of the sibl

undifferentiated because they have lost the Chineseness that is
Kingston's cont

her reference point.
perspective is

accountable for the sudden acquiesence to

her brother's factual information.
,s

ion of this

a comfort

she even finds Moon

to her

feel

of sibl

her inferior status as a

rivalry, which are

her uncle's refusal to bring

er, painfully illustrated

the nieces along on the special dates he has with the
Her status as oldest
accord

to Max

is cont

lly in question,

when she hypothesizes about the relevance of

her knotmaker tendencies to the cutti

of her frenum by her

mother! a torture inflicted to ensure Maxine's polyli

I

ence to that of her

fluency, she immediately compares her

and sisters, who were not subjected to this s
treatement.

The cutting of the frenum seems to be the

appropriate c
of their si

ision for her mother's
bond as family

s

f

tellers! but Maxine

as a

sees it as a sign of her fail

a declaration

, and

as

the cause of her embarrassing, suppressed duck voice, rather than
abilities; a fear to

of her
res

"

don't you

t blabbering and

Maxine's fear is
this remark is
mother's mes
disturbance.

ch her mother unfortunate
to work?" [po 191]

in her mother's attitude, of which

cal, because the
s col

in
e on her at the sli

to be a warrior woman

stories, she is nevertheless threatened with s

27

her
t

a

Her

dilemma is further confounded
former slave gi
fami

her jealousy of her mother's

nurse, who chal

s Maxine's position in the

s provides the

and

behind her scholastic

achievements, and who is only eliminated as a

itor,

the confirmation that Maxine's hospital delivery

ironically,

was more expensive than the slave's price.
revelation of the brother's factual knowl

The
Moon Orchid's s

of

, versus Maxine's elaborations, also serves to

fundamentally conserve her authority and her power of fantastical
embroi

of the bare facts, for the sympathy and belief of

readers is maintained

her version; such a post facto

admission allows her to indulge her

ion and her need for

the detailed accounts that fill the spaces left
ly

subs
hers is

ts our viewi

of this void, inf

ed an elaboration of necessi

tricked us into

ici

his

and
us that

In a sense, she has

ion in her version of reality while she

later retreats into "honesty," the k

of subtle presentation of

facts that is consistent with her previous method of
tell

s
1

both her own and her mother's (i.e. the

and short, "false" and "true") versions of the delinquint

aunt, the warrior heroine, and the blurr

of their different

perspectives that occurs in "Shaman."
The power of not-reveal

, of k

secret and h

essential facts, is thus demonstrated

th special clari

force in "At the Western Palace."
Pipe,

II

paint
resolves the

In"

for a Barbarian Reed

ton's anecdote of her chi
ctures, coveri
x of silent speech
28

and

s with
reveali

habit of
of dark ink,
, not the

secrets themselves, but the fact that it is the

of

blackness, of absence, which she finds so compell
silence was thickest--total--duri
three
years that I covered my school paint
black
paint.
I painted
of black over houses and
flowers and suns, and when I drew on the blackboard, I
of chalk on
I was mak
a s
a
curtain, and it was the moment before the curtain
or rose. The teachers called my
s to school, and
I saw
had been savi
my pictures, curl
and
cracking, all alike and black. The teachers pointed to
the
ctures and looked serious, talked seriously too,
but my
s did not understand
ish.
("The
teachers of criminals were executed," said
my
My
s took the
ctures home.
I
out (so black and full of possibilities) and
the curtains were
open, fly
up,
one after another, sunli
underneath,
operas.
[po

193]

The conundrum of this Chinese American
a

of her painti

is that one

, possibilities is

ially consummated:

s, certainly a goal for a

she wins the attention of her

girl who is jealous of her mother's previous slave and doubts her
familial position.

But her parents exist in a 1

stic sett

ch may as well be black and empty to her American teachers;
don't

don't understand-- or at least we are told
understand, even
ically arti

obviously infer somethi
from the conference.

ction; their experiences in
that extent.

stered-- do

content of the pa

this pass

s at home with their
punish her or

sitions or ignore her?

s

na have conditioned them to

So much remains unspoken

reaction of the

Silence can be

the

er remains

y her with concerned
ton

ies us

th the

but not with the consequences of their

if cance as it has been int

29

ed by others; she answers a

different question than the one that is inevitably

ed

this story.
The

icular conflicts which debilitate the

Maxine are
and silent Ch

of the

ized in her interaction with a nameless
se

in her class, who is presumably all the

more hateful for the resemblances she bears to Maxine, and for
her embodiment of the
like, and

ssive.

ideal: she is neat, prim
Maxine's taunt

form of her own self-hatred.

of this

In

even as an adult confronted
tel

talking to the
ali

herself

and normal, as it is when

liS

th the

, with the

Mexican and Black

, the I

ion of Maxine's voice, as opposed to her

s power is only
person, and the de

effected

st
s.

But

her torment of another

ion that ac

someone who is most deservi

identification is ev

She

e up and down, and with the vociferous-- the

scene consists almost entirely of a mono

subj

th which her voice

liar, the weak, and the small." [po 204]

girls who look

transcr

from the

th clerks, bus drivers, and

th her voice

s, but

rl follows the

to force

girl, she exorcises some of the ambivalence

doll-

es the act of
of her

and

in the extent to which she cajoles and

and threatens the other girl.
I looked ri
at her.
"I know you talk I " I said.
"I've heard you."
Her e
flew up.
Someth
in
those black eyes was startled, and I pursued it.
"I was
walk
past your house when you didn't know I was
there.
I heard you yell in English and
Chinese.
You
weren't just talk
You were shout
I heard you
shout.
You were say
'Where are you?'" [po 207]
Sniffles, cries, sobs, and noises that are almost like words
30

won't do, but any word will-- mama, a, the,
prove the girl's ability to
another voice.
the

ic

f

, and thus Maxine's power over

Significantly, Maxine's

rl.

s

ility

ified

the

Clashing notions of the constitution of f

are especially

i

in the realm of vocalization, because

Chinese women are notorious

loud, unaba

Chinese American girls outdo their
ultra "

up

tion of both girls in American definitions of

ninity, that is, the prissy

silent

that will

noisy; these

te American peers with

ne" silence.

The pr

girl escapes from a jarring and conflicti
silence,

for Maxine, who f

Moon

her family; but

articulation to be a necessary

sanity, silence carries
possibilities.

cted for life

society

of

th it much more threaten
's monotonous

ion of stories

forms the basis for her definition of insanity; her mother tells
fference between crazy and not-

her that the way to tell the

e just tell the

crazy is that while both tell stories, crazy
same one over and over, without variation.

ty, as Max

lack of variation seems to lead to
whether her viI
about the ne

any other

wonders

ion of mad women strewn

with its
s

she notes that her viI

s

Indeed, narrowness,

in isolation; in
s

of

different

than

nese she knows, in San Francisco, Hawaii-- it is the

sudden realization of isolation, that others outside the viI
are different, that
as

alects abound (contradicti

ion of a monolithic Chinese culture) that

31

her previous
s her

The madness of the viI
same

women

s to follow much the

in many ways: the woman next door whose proclivi

to chatter away and then

silent results

a mental institution.
immi

Crazy

her

, the

of

s who was born and left in China as a small child until

the

of twenty, is insane when she f

disappointi

her

accompanied

un

thi

sand
lligible

ts to America,

1

her distorted face is

sand

I

that aren't there; her failure to

institution.

Pee-A-Nah, the on

and points at
lands her in an
idiot

ic viI

who

chases and screams at children, disappears one
an institution.
failure in

All these women

bit the symptoms of a

cation, attempted

contact

children; all are childless and, to a
dismissed by a soci
difference.
remain

of accommodat

The failure to

1 child, is a corol

to the

a sort of sexual silence

as sexual and

Maxine's fear that she
results in a comb

ive 1

ts such condemn

ion of 1

features

stic excess and sexual

numbness; when she discovers her score of zero on an
due to its cover
secrets that
from conf
threat of
since she too is

their

, indeed, the insistence on

failure to communicate, constituti
which is as c

th

, abandoned; all are

which is i

a sort of

to

of black ink, she

test was

to resent the

her from full communication, that
a kind

st teacher because of the underly

tion, that ultimately
of her
32

her also
s'

the

ete trust as a

ial

st.
would not tell us children because we had been
born
sts p were
sts, and were
ourselves
stlike.
called us a k
of
st.
Ghosts are noisy and full of air;
talk dur
meals.
talk about
. .. Even the
are uns
, so how could I ask about deformities?
From the conf
ions of food my mother set out, we
[pp. 213-5]
kids had to infer the holi
s.

It is her
fri

en

in Chinese

that Maxine f

; convinced that her

the first marri

s want to sell her off to
s her "unf

corner, she

idiosyncracies in order to frustrate their
sexual

Assumi

so

nine"

and retain her

that Chinese tradition is

threat

she releases a stream of

suppressed

to force her

Y with her, in strai
shouting s

s to deal "honestly" and

forward American ways.

is of course equalled

But her

Brave

's, who is

armed with a rebuttal for everyone of her

's accusations

and even confuses their oppositional situations

articulati

her

of some of the two hundred secrets that Maxine had

meant to reveal.
"Who said we could sell you? We can't sell
Can't you take a joke? You can't even tell a joke from
real life
You're not so smart.
Can't even tell real
from false ... r didn't say you were
y ... That's what
we're supposed to say. That's what Ch
se say. We
like to say the opposite." [pp. 235-7]
Ult

te

it seems as if the contradictions of her Chinese

American context can only be resolved herself,
s

"And

at that moment telli
No hi

listener.

I

talki

very confused and lonely because I was
her my list, and in the tell

No listener but myself."
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[po

it
237]

This act of individualism i
Chineseness, however, for the f
characteristical
between

not a conclusive rejection of
1 story of the

obscures the location of the division
: the

and

is Brave Orchid's, the

ending Maxine's, but the exact transition of narrators is never
marked.

In the s

, her

ther

the whole

an opera, and escapes with her whole family,
from the attack of bandits: a s

ly to

te bound feet,

of the protection

It is the first exposition of her matrili

s.

a si

tion, saved for last-- another belated revelation of bare
fact that confirms

ton's s

assurance of her traditional r
her for once to

k

to narrative authori

ify as fantasy the

of Ts'ai Yen, whose s

heri

This
allows

tion of the s

, she would like to believe, composed

s of the operas her

saw.

The heroine Ts'ai Yen

proposes a positive role model for the kind of warrior woman that
constitutes

K

barbarians whose hi

ton's
I

yearni

note with her own voice.
nese,"
and

i : the

ss,

flutes incite her to match the

Her words, which "seemed to be

[po 243] are nevertheless unders
the barbarians.

in their sadness

returning to her own

order to perpetuate the race (a sudden narrative necessity that
leaves open questions of filial

and sexual i

Ts'ai Yen finds that her s

t as potent when

native

truments.

In fact,

be

34

are s

to

ch continue to

IV.
Do the s

of Maxine

Ki

ston translate as well as

those of Ts'ai Yen?

s about

the question an
her article entitled
autobi

"Max

Ki

and

the aspects of

ive one.

Vivian HSu,

ton as Ps

" [8] carefully

fferentiates

ton's character which are utterly

K

personal

those which are characteristic of Chinese Americans

as a whole.

The necessi
Ki

of this s

ton's s

ion, ironically
connection process of

i

identity retrieval in the text itself, is s
reviews and criticism
femi
mes

y the result of the

the mainstream press and white

nists who have

ated and distorted

to their own cause.

Rare

is

K

K

ton's

ton's

identification s

seen in the context of Chinese America,

as it is constructed

his

, culture, and racism

United States; instead the
to represent universal

sis on
ques of indi

Jane Kramer in the New York T

and reality is taken
ization.

s

s Book Review, 9 November 1976,

... a brillian memoir.
It shocks
rhetoric past the cliches of our
the mystery of a s ,
sensibility .. ,"The Warrior Woman"
nese, in the way the "Portrait
about bei
Irish.
35

the

us out of our facile
obtuseness, back to
fore
is about bei
of the Artist is

A text so po
reader

mis

ed requires the

p issues.

Maxine

M.

, in

An

Letter to

ton," points out that "The

K

Chinese are readi

ion of

em is that non-

your fiction as true accounts of Chinese and

Chinese American his

That's the price we Chinese Americans

pay when so few of us ... are

ished.

one story, becomes the defi

tive descri

Your one exper ence, your
ion of all of us.

Chinese Americans have commonalities, but I hardly th
so

[ 9]

sees

we are

's motif of secrets,

silence, and naming as a reinforcement of stereotypical
caricatures of the devious
Is of a

se; she also resents the

rl-hati

se culture and harsh

representations of father fi
her personal experience.

these "truths"

s,

But her

th

st criticism is not of

the author herself, who is after all writ
but of the critics who read it as s

as a s

person,

else.

I, like many of my
ends, refuse to be labeled a
sfit.
There is a culture and his
and state of
mind called
se
ca and I am very comfortable
there.
I do not consider it "a b
fo the East and
the West" like some
suey dish, nor is it some
o'war game being played upon my
I
mind and soul.
The definition of
America lies in the vari
and
i
of all of our experiences as Ch
se
Americans. [10]
te and Chinese Americans

s

the ambi

readers; if

ty of the text's

had meant to describe as extensi
fictional mode the comb

cate
Ki

ston

as possible within a semi-

experiences of

nese America for

the benefit of non-Chinese Americans, she could have done so
i

traditional historical perspectives on Chinese

36

of her

laws, labor, etc.; this is

ion,

Her eradication of these elements mus

in
deliberate in

~~~~I

i

for in i

be somewhat

androcentric

history she creates the necessary space for a female
representation of the Chinese American experience.
s1

thin this context of matrili

ificant is the erasure,

the book: its historical construction

of female sexuality

to the society in the

within Chinese culture as
possibili

of il

timate offspr

and incest; as well as its

in America, where it was
exotica and
st

tized

ically

s of the Chinese courtesan, and

s

"responsibili

Ii

K
evasion and

1

for

violence in nineteenth

ton's adolescent experience of

icit rejection of sexuality is in fact a reaction

to these unstated, underly

realities.

Al

she does not

inscribe an alternative to these descriptions of Chinese
sexuali

e

her text does enact-- indeed, it constitutes-- an
both its structure and its

historical alternative, which f
source in the narratives of women.
The concentration on
s a convenient and
readership.

There are

ate site for an

nation of

te a few linguistic

ch would

be invisible to readers who do not

k Chinese.

Kingston does elaborate on

of Ho Chi Kuei, the name

ven to

can born offspr

of

se

s,

ly to

demonstrate her own exclusion from Chinese secrets, there are
riddles which she does not

in.

For instance, the

anecdote about her difficulty in school with the s
37

y

assertive American "I" is supposedly an i
cultural

cation of her

enforced reticence, and certai

her family name, as a descr
er," enforci

a statement about
position lObi

ion of her f

communi

values versus individuation.

the story does not reveal the

st
But

of the Chinese character

1

for "I," which is literally person of metal, power, or wealth
i.e. swordwoman or swordman (11]-- an
known to

ton

ic pun ev

ly

her evocation of that same symbol.

Thus, individuation does not have to be necessarily a matter of
cultural translation and ass

lation, the desertion of Ch

e

values, since the very word for "I" provides the appropriate
cultural

of Fa Mu Lan, whose back carv
from the s

are a borrowed element

of the warrior Yue Fei of the

protection

sty.

[12]

from white readers, as a

These secrets she not
t

e voyeurism, but uses to her

the absence of their

however, they

accessible to readers reas
and Ii

ogy in the

Also, she combines Chinese

liar with Ch

are
se cultural

stic heri

This evidence,
ston's re

inconc

ition of and orientation towards two distinct

audiences, Chinese American and
not allow for

ive, points to

se.

this does

ate access to her experience

of color, disassembli

other

the tentative connections she draws

between all racial minorities in the United States, it does
the obli
ac

ion on self-consciousness on
the author's deliberate

38

ce

te readers, who must
reason" and "

ic, "

the i

evident

and silence, fantasy

Y of

ca

and reality, and the destruction of ult

ies.

Indeed,

the very exclusion of a white presence in the text,
avoidable and

s to be feared but ult

sts-- be

as

ial to Chinatown-- functions in the same way as the

incons

; that is, its absence is significant in that

s

ion of

it allows for an alternate construction, in this case a Chinese
in relation to

American identity which is defined positive
other
an

ive

the outcome of

tream.

The presence of

se Americans, rather than
icit comparison to the white rna
peri

white readers is
factor, revers

the

te and non-white.

se, it may

any reader, Chinese American or

white readers.

for the d

unstated

nature unobtrusive,

s reversal is

also provide a

liberati

ble

c of

nant

However, because
avoidable

ized, a

ssal of racism on the

of

It is on this level of analysis that the
and sub-divided

effects of c

ies such as

warrior and slave, fantasy and reality, are limited, for the
subjection of
American identi

K

on's carefully constructed Chinese

to the scrut

of the non-Chinese American

mainstream threatens to reduce it to racist
possibili
ishi
ac

can
indus
of writi

be averted

ions.

the dedication of the

and the

ic to

its

from beyond the narrow band of the

mainstream, so that writers like Maxine

K

ton are not

forced into emblematic positions that erase their individual
characteristics.
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